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A workshop for Career Advisor on Study Abroad was held at ITL Public School on 6th December
2014 by Manya – The Princeton Review, a renowned name, as the world’s largest test preparation
company in SAT, GRE, GMAT, ACT. The institution is dedicated towards providing educational
consultancy service to Indian students, in making educational avenues abroad accessible to them.
The resource persons for the workshop were Mr. Subhajit Bandyopadhyay, a certified Maths
Uber Trainer as well as Dual Master Trainer and Ms. Deepti Jain, a Counselor in Manya who has
successfully conselled students for countries like UK, USA, Canada, Ireland and Singapore. The
workshop aimed at empowering and consolidating the career advisor with adequate information
so that they can dispel the queries of students who are lost in a labyrinth of options. The career
advisor were gratified to learn that not only the meritorious students but the average students also
have opportunities to make a successful career by getting foreign education. Concrete information
was imparted on the different universities, their infrastructure, fee structure, scholarship facilities,
tests like SAT, ACT, CPRA, TOEFL / IELTS, the format of the tests and scoring patterns.
The Principal, Ms Sudha Acharya, had been a great driving force behind this workshop who
always highlighted that with changing times, the teachers have to change their roles and become
educators as well as counsellors. The workshop awakened the teachers to their role as master
counselors… to endow students with wings of fancy to aspire high, to motivate students to start
early for laying a firm foot in the domain of career abroad.
The session was informative and enlightening as it augmented the knowledge of teachers for
further edifying the students, building in them confidence and giving them right knowledge for
studying abroad.

